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About This Game

The villain Jacques has stolen the Treasures of the Ages so he can harness their mystical powers in his evil plan to rule the
world. You must help Will Scout and Anna Graham on their quest to defeat Jacques and rescue the treasures. Only by following

clues and escaping Jacques’ sinister traps will you find his secret hidden base where he has taken the treasures so he can steal
their power. Travel to 30 locations across the globe in your quest to rescue the Treasures of the Ages and defeat Jacques and his

henchman Toadie!

 Travel to 30 locations across the globe! 

 Dozens of challenging Hidden Object scenes!

 Escape Jacques' sinister traps!

 Recover the stolen treasures!

 Storyline filled with twists and turns!

 Thousands of unique items to find!
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Interesting short horror style game. Would recommend.. In the rugged, frontier days days of the Internet 1.0 waaaaaay back in
the late 90s, one game was widely recognized in middle school computer labs across the country: Space Penguin. It was a quaint,
plucky game with the simple goal of launching a penguin via slingshot into a black hole, assisted by planetary gravity along the
way. My nostalgai had me thirst for a new Space Penguin for the modern age, and that's when I found Luna's Wandering Stars.

While the first world, Mercury, gave me the Space Penguin slingshotting I missed, I then learned with Venus that LWS is
actually 9 games in one. Each planet (Yes, including Pluto) brings a new mechanic that manipulates you (the moon) in different
ways. From Saturn's power to shrik and grow your mass at will, or Mars letting you shoot at obsticles, players are bound to find
a favorite section of the game that will win them over. Come for the inadvertant planetary descrution, stay for the addicting
quest to collect all the golden asteroids.. I think this DLC has a lot of potential. My experience so far is that more often than not,
scenarios will not load. It will crash \/ lock up while trying to load. I've had to do repeated computer reboots to get scenarios to
load. Hope a fix is in the works for this issue. When I do get a scenario to load, the route is quite enjoyable to drive. I think
overall Dovetail Games has done a good job creating this route. Again, lock ups during loading is frustrating. Hope to see a fix
soon.. I like this game very mutch very nice real time card srategy games. I have played also Minion masters but this game is
better than that.. Great game, perfect for playing while listening to a podcast.. After i have tried the DLC i will (probably)
extend this review, but as of now i can only say that UBISOFT have been very nice in extending the season pass to include this
DLC after player feedback and giving people who bought the DLC a refund though steam.. Really a great game especially for
its price.

The game gives you a lot of liberty on how to construct you maze with a impressive complexity.. TL;DR: boys love visual novel
with interesting characters and overly simple game mechanics. Recommended for yaoi fans and fans of other Winter Wolves
games.

The story is structured around a simple stat-raising simulation with a weekly schedule and scripted events. The main plot around
Marcel's relationship with his father is the same no matter what romance you pursue, and the romance is more of a side plot.
Raising skills is necessary to pass skill checks.

Events occur on certain days no matter what you have scheduled (e.g., you don't have to be in the library on Monday of Week
14 to trigger an event with Eloy; you'll just show up there). Skill checks are the same for each playthrough, as well, and so the
strategy is very simple: raise all skills to 10 as soon as possible, then raise them all to 20, raise your chosen love interest's skills
to 90, then concentrate in those to increase your reputation and affection.

These design choices make the game friendlier to fans of pure visual novels, but they also make it kind of annoying to play
through the game multiple times to see everyone's romance. Failing a skill check just gets you a few different lines, and the bad
endings (other than the non-inheriting friendship end with Licia) aren't very interesting, so once you know how to "win," there's
nothing new mechanically or strategically, and the simulation parts are just dull busywork. There's also no "successful" romance
ending if you don't inherit, which doesn't make sense for characters who aren't tied to the estate.

The art is nice, although it seems like the artist has trouble drawing hands. (Marcel's seem oddly small, and most other
characters have their hands behind their back, in gloves, or otherwise hidden.) The sprites have different costumes and a good
variety of expressions. For some reason the sprites don't show blushing when it's mentioned in the text, though, which
disappointed me, because blushing sprites are the cutest. I'd also have liked more than two CGs per character route, especially
since Borges and Vincent's "sexy" CGs seemed very out of place, more an explicit reward for the player than something that
makes sense in the story. Winter Wolves games typically just have a kiss CG at the end, so I didn't really expect more, but I
think it would add a lot, especially considering the game's price.

The story is set in Aravorn, a vaguely medieval fantasy world, and mentions characters and events from Loren the Amazon
Princess and Tales of Aravorn: Seasons Of The Wolf. However, Heirs and Graces isn't an RPG adventure with epic battles, and
instead is confined to a noble estate and a small town. Elves exist and the doctor uses magic spells and potions to treat patients, but
other fantasy elements don't come into play. I actually like exploring how "normal" people live in a fantastic world, and look
forward to seeing more of the setting in future WW games.

All the romances are BxB, which is a first for WW. Sexual preference isn't a major theme or source of conflict, but one love
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interest is explicitly bi, one is explicitly gay, and the protagonist might be gay, so the "straight except for you" yaoi trope is avoided.
Marcel, the protagonist, has a developed personality (and a bit of snarky narration) and isn't just a player self-insert. He's
inexperienced in relationships, but not shy and passive about it. The romances all have an open sort of "let's see where this goes
from here" ending, rather than a conclusive happily ever after, but I like the realistic awkwardness of that, and it fits with Marcel's
character. If you're avoiding the game just because you don't want to romance guys, I'd urge you to give it a chance. (There's a free
demo at Winter Wolves' website.)

I read fast, and it took me 3 hours to complete my first playthrough, 8 hours total to see all events and endings (skipping
previously read text and not using a walkthrough).. EDIT: The developer has been very great at updating and tweaking some
things that make the game feel a lot more fluid and engaging. It still needs some work, but for the price I think it is definitely a
good purchase and I am hopeful that even more features will be added in the future.

It is generally a good idea and pretty fun. But isn't a finished game. Camera needs work, turn system is incredibly slow and
annoying, balance issues, targeting is fickle, etc. you can't tell how far enemies can move which sucks because placement is very
important. So you want to be outside the enemies range but close enough for your attacks to hit, and you have no real way of
confirming that.. Everything needs to be touched up a bit, but I think it's a good start.

I give this a soft thumbs down, with a little work it could be a neat strategy game.
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Awesome game and you can play dlcs with your freinds if you don't have them so hats off to the devs for that. It plays like l4d2
but better. The way the characters move is very realistic (small but immersive) and it's warhammer so everything is awesome
about the world. Also it's better to play it with freinds, You don't need 3 others but the more the marrier.
In conclusion 9\/10 for a L4D2 style melee game. --- WARNING: There is a large crashing bug in this game whenever you try
to set the resolution to 1920x1080. You can change to other resolutions (though there are only 3 options), but getting to 1080p is
impossible. I personally love this game, and love seeing it again for such a great price, and I will be recommending it, but please
keep this in mind. ---

I am a fan of bullet hell games, and this gives a goold old style feel considering its of course a newer game. Techno-grumble
style music makes it feel like an arcade game, and for $0.99 this is a huge deal and a fun time passer.

I would love to recommend this game with all of my heart, however there are crashing issues on launch, not to the point of
unplayability, but trying to get into the levels can be a bit taxing.. If you want your eyes to be r*ped in the unfathomable
experience of 8-bit sh*t graphics with music so ungodly awful you'd rather choke down rotten dog vommit for the rest of your
disconsolate existence, then this is the game for you.

 I went throw enumerable tortures playing this MS-paint sh*fest for far too long, but checked the clock and saw it had only been
for 45 minutes.. I dislike the 2-4 minutes of useless filler of the killing spree tracks, a lot. I use the music for studying and
having to manually skip because you switch back to the stage soundtrack is annoying,. The game has some nice assets, but worst
damn UI, UX, performace, and gameplay.

Comments open. Would be glad if someone proved me wrong. Awsome!!!! that is all I can say. Chicago once the railroad
capitol they should have done this long ago. Hats off to all the Devs. I have lived around the city for 40 years and the scenery is
spot on. Now how about doing the north run out of Union Station as an add on. Following the old Milwaukee Road commuter
line(now METRA) through the north suburbs. and up into Wisconsion. I would reccommend this and is probablly one of the
best adds ons I have for the game.. This game seems like it has a lot of potential. The problem is the framerate unfortunately.
the 4 FPS game over screen has been my best friend recently because i have seen it soo much im already used to it lel.. When
can this be used; in-game or Raide mode? I bought it a while back, but was never able to use it.
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